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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL			

SECTION A

October 11, 2018
Boise State University
c/o Mr. Jeff Banka, Director of Financing and Leasing
1910 University Drive
Boise, Idaho 83725-1247

RE:

Boise State University Baseball Complex Development

		
Dear Mr. Banka:
The Boyer Company is pleased to present the enclosed submittal in response to Boise State
University’s (BSU’s) Request for Information from firms interested in developing and constructing the
new Baseball Stadium and related facilities on the BSU Campus in Boise, Idaho.
The Boyer Company is a 46-year old Salt Lake City based development firm with extensive
experience delivering complex facilities on behalf of universities, municipalities and various Federal
Government agencies. The Boyer Company is very interested in partnering with BSU on this
exciting project and believe our firm’s experience and strengths align well with the developer
qualities that are necessary to successfully deliver the new athletic complex. A summary of the
relevant expertise and skillsets The Boyer Company offers BSU are as follows:

• Developed over 35 million square feet of new building product since 1972
• Experience formulating Public-Private Project lease and development agreements that are
creative, flexible and fair to all parties.
• Practical knowledge creating financeable ground lease agreements that do not require land
subordination
• Company is well capitalized and maintains strong balance sheet. No outside equity partners
required for Project Delivery.
• Fully staffed in-house development, finance and construction management team.

The Boyer Company has strengthened our platform for this project by incorporating Conventions,
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SECTION A

Sports & Leisure International (CSL) as a team member to provide sports facilities planning, design
evaluation and project delivery/management consultancy as needed throughout the development
timeline. CSL also offers management, maintenance, capital repair planning and programming
expertise that may be applicable for the ongoing Baseball Stadium Complex operations upon
successful delivery.
Additional information regarding The Boyer Company Team’s experience and qualifications is
located in the “Team Qualifications” section of the Proposal.
In addition to the Team Past Performance information, The Boyer Company has included our
project approach outlines in the Financial Structure, Project Delivery Strategy and Operations and
Management sections.
Thank you, in advance, for your review of The Boyer Company Team’s proposal. We are energized
by this exciting opportunity, and welcome the opportunity to discuss this project in person, and
to answer any questions you may have. Please contact me at (801) 366-8003 if I can be of
assistance.

Sincerely,

David M. Ward
Partner

cc: Ms. Aubri Kelly, Boise State University

Enclosures

The Boyer Company
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SECTION B

FINANCIAL STRUCTURE
The Boyer Company anticipates utilizing a financial structure strategy that will create stability to support favorable
lending terms while minimizing any impact on the BSU’s credit or debt capabilities. We understand from prior
experience the need to finalize a lease structure that avoids capital lease classification according to the prevailing
accounting standards.
The Boyer Company has outlined the projected necessary components that will result in a framework that will
support the project financial needs. Any project cost figures or other financial terms are estimates that this time and
would be adjusted as the project scope is refined in partnership with BSU.

GROUND LEASE
The Boyer Company proposes entering into a long-term ground lease on the university property that will be used
for the Baseball Complex and any other auxiliary structures, such as a parking structure. The Boyer Company will
ensure that the Ground Lease terms will support financing of the project without requiring BSU to subordinate their
ownership position in the property. The anticipate ground lease term is projected to be 70 years firm, with two 15year options. BSU would retain a termination right that is tied to the purchase option discussed below.
Ground lease payment amounts can vary depending upon BSU’s needs and requirements; annual payments could
range from $1.00 per year to an appraised rent based upon comparable market arrangements. Both approaches
have merit and warrant additional discussion to verify which approach is best for BSU.

REAL PROPERTY LEASE
As expected, a real property lease agreement between BSU and The Boyer Company that provides a leasehold
interest to BSU for use of the stadium is required to support the project. The Boyer Company anticipates a minimum
20-year firm term lease, with BSU retaining a termination right that is dependent upon execution of the purchase
option.
The proposed lease rate would be established through a formula based on estimated project costs and an agreed
upon developer rate of return. The agreed upon lease rate would be subject to annual escalations consistent with
market practices.

PURCHASE OPTION(S)
The Boyer Company understands BSU’s desire to own the Baseball Stadium Complex at some point in the future,
and as such the Ground Lease, Real Property Lease and permanent financing agreements will be crafted in a manner
that will allow BSU the flexibility to purchase the facility.
The Boyer Company will work with BSU to identify reasonable milestones during the lease term when a purchase
option is most likely to be exercised. BSU and The Boyer Company will need to work closely together when
structuring the purchase option mechanisms to avoid unnecessary premiums from lending sources. Our firm will
leverage our relationships within the lending community to ensure BSU gains the most cost-effective solution while
providing the flexibility required.
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PROPERTY EXCHANGE/DEVELOPMENT PARTNERSHIP
The Boyer Company welcomes the opportunity to better study the available parcels of land that BSU may make
available for development consideration as part of this transaction.
This additional property could supplement the Baseball Complex budget through a reduction of the overall project cost
equal to a mutually agreed upon value of the land. This simple approach is the simplest to implement and may be the
best solution when considering the fast track delivery schedule for the Baseball Stadium project.
The Boyer Company is willing to consider a joint development partnership with BSU on accessory land which would
result in a potential ongoing revenue source for the University.

PROJECT FINANCING
The Boyer Company will coordinate all aspects of project financing to ensure the best terms are achieved on behalf
of BSU. Boyer likely will establish a construction loan to fund the construction period obligations, converting to a
permanent loan at or soon after completion.
Due to the volatile interest rate climate, Boyer may choose to commit early to a “construction to perm” financing
structure that facilitates an early lock on permanent financing rates.
Securitized, or bond, financing is a strong alternative our firm has successfully used in this past with strong credit
tenants. This vehicle offers aggressive rates which supports a lower annual rent to BSU. Some flexibility may be lost
with securitized bond financing, including the number and timing of purchase options that can be offered.
The Boyer Company is confident in the ability to effectively and quickly implement both construction and permanent
financing lending for the project.
Tax exempt financing opportunities will be pursued in an effort to reduce exposure to any real property tax liability.

PROJECT EQUITY AND RECOURSE
The Boyer Company will self-fund the equity contribution required to implement construction and/or permanent
financing. No equity participation is required by BSU or other entity.
In addition, Boyer will accept lender recourse responsibilities necessary to implement construction lending. BSU will
not need to subordinate the land position or otherwise utilize the University’s credit position to support financing other
than the lease commitment.

The Boyer Company
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PRO FORMA
The following Project Pro Forma represents a conceptual structure for the financial terms
of the project. Values are estimated based on current information available and using
industry and local knowledge to establish initial project budgets.
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FINANCIAL CAPABILITY
The Boyer Company’s long standing track record and strong balance sheet supports the firm’s standing as a
preferred partner for some of the largest lending institutions in the United States. The firm’s banking relationships
and financial strength supports favorable lending terms for new and existing projects. Throughout the firm’s 46-year
history, The Boyer Company has never defaulted on a project or lending obligation.
The Boyer Company maintains cash reserves in excess of $50 million a $5 Million line of credit that is immediately
available for project use. In addition, The Boyer Company controls in excess of $60 Million in unencumbered liquid
assets that are also available as necessary to facilitate project delivery. A copy of the firm’s financial statements will
be provided when project terms and partnership framework with Boise State University are further defined.
Throughout the last five years, The Boyer Company has originated and retired over $1 billion in financing.

EQUITY CONTRIBUTION
The Boyer Company will solely provide all equity required to support overall project financing. No financial partners
or investors are required to ensure successful project commencement or completion. The simplicity of this financial
structure removes uncertainty and enables the development team to proceed without limitation or concerns imposed
from equity partners.
A list of general banking and lending references is included for additional verification of The Boyer Company’s financial
capability.

BANKING AND LENDER REFERENCES
Ben Bliss, Vice President
Wells Fargo Bank Real Estate Group
299 South Main, 6th Floor
Salt Lake City, UT 84111
(385) 415-8210
Flynn Dawson, Senior Vice President
Zions First National Bank
One South Main, Suite 470
Salt Lake City, UT 84133
(801) 844-7500

Thomas Zarrilli, Managing Director
CTL Capital, LLC
500 Fifth Avenue
Suite 4830
New York, NY 10110
(212) 792-7861
Michael Dulgarian, Senior Vice President
US Bank Commercial Real Estate
170 S. Main St., Ste. 600
Salt Lake City, UT 84111
(801) 534-6236

The Boyer Company
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SECTION C

STADIUM OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE
As a potential owner of the Stadium, The Boyer Company is acutely interested in ensuring that a proper
maintenance, repair and capital reserve program is in place at the beginning of occupancy. The Boyer Company
currently manages over 10 million square feet of commercial space, and maintains a fully staffed Property
Management Division that is capable of building a comprehensive operations and maintenance platform for the
Stadium In addition, Boyer will leverage CSL’s expertise in stadium operations to ensure a thorough The Boyer
Company envisions a multi-tiered approach to ongoing maintenance and repair that utilizes both Boyer Company
Property Management resources and BSU Facilities Operations and Maintenance Staff, as appropriate:
Tier I: Preventative Maintenance/Cyclical Work: The Boyer Company would lead the efforts to schedule
and perform all preventative maintenance, required testing/inspections and scheduled cyclical work as part of a
basic operations and maintenance plan. Examples of this type of work would include mechanical system periodic
service, electrical gear inspections, elevator inspections, concrete sealing, asphalt treatment, fire and life safety
inspections and scheduled cyclical painting projects.
Tier II: Routine Maintenance and Cleaning: Due to the intermittent use of the Stadium, The Boyer
Company believes BSU Facilities Operations and Maintenance would manage and implement the routine
maintenance and cleaning program. This approach would allow the Facilities Staff to work in concert with the
Athletic Department and Events staff to coordinate and work prior and before Stadium use. We believe this
solution will deliver the best results for the Stadium users and guests at the best pricing possible.
The anticipated routine maintenance work would include work such as filter changes, door hardware repairs, lighting
replacement, touch up painting, restroom fixture repairs and similar items.
The Boyer Company is willing to further discuss what solutions would work best for BSU’s ongoing use of the facility.
Capital Repairs and Reserve Fund
The Boyer Company would develop a Capital Improvement and Replacement Study for the Stadium Complex for
the purposes of identifying a responsible annual contribution to Capital Reserve Fund by BSU to avoid shortfalls for
future capital work. It is anticipated that these annual payments would be held in escrow and used only for capital
repair work.
In the event BSU purchases the Stadium the Capital Reserve Fund proceeds would be credited back to BSU for
their ongoing use.
Stadium and Event Management
The Boyer Company is not offering Stadium and Event Management services, which is understood to include
event staffing, programming, food and service vendor management and security.
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SECTION D

PROJECT DELIVERY PLAN
The Boyer Company has drafted a conceptual project delivery that focuses on partnership, teamwork and an
emphasis on speed in order to complete the new Stadium project at or as near as possible to the February 2020
required completion date. The project goals are as follows:
• Deliver a modern, attractive and cost effective Baseball Complex facility that will serve BSU for many years
into the future;
• Effectively manage project costs through careful design evaluation and estimating and incorporating
construction bid procedures to maximize pricing efficiency;
• Successfully deliver the new Stadium Complex as quickly as possible through an expedited, phased project
approach.
• Engage the City of Boise and the neighboring community so all parties are engaged and informed of project
steps.
The Project Delivery Plan outlined below proposes a logical pathway to completing the new Stadium in a logical,
responsible and timely manner. Boyer has successfully utilized variations of this framework on past projects and
found it to be surprisingly simple and effective. Boyer understands the need to be flexible when implementing
the Project Delivery Plan, while also desiring to use prior lessons learned to help expedite the project.
If BSU selects The Boyer Company team to pursue the Pubic Private Partnership 3 with Boyer, following steps
are anticipated:

STEP ONE:

DEVELOP PARTHERNSHIP FRAMEWORK AND DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT

BSU and Boyer Team convene stakeholders to clarify Partnership working requirements and clarify project
delivery approach. Clarify desired outcomes and potential roadblocks that may adversely impact the delivery
process and schedule. Utilize desires and requirements as basis for Development Agreement that establishes
responsibilities for both parties moving forward.

STEP TWO: ENGAGE CITY OF BOISE AND COMMUNITY STAKEHOLDERS
The Boyer Team will proactively establish relationships with the City of Boise, Neighborhood Associations, Ada County
Highway District (ACHD) and State of Idaho to outline entitlement procedures and timelines, and establish necessary steps and
milestones that are required to complete the project on schedule.

STEP THREE: REFINE PROJECT SCOPE AND IDENTIFY TEAM MEMBERS
BSU and Boyer will collaborate with BSU to clarify project scope and requirements, and begin evaluation of potential design
and partners that maintains the Sports Design expertise, relationships with the BSU and the local market and have the

capacity and experience to complete a fast-track project of this size and complexity.

STEP FOUR: SELECT DESIGN-BUILD TEAM
Due to the aggressive delivery date, The Boyer Company recommends utilizing a design-build delivery method
to expedite project durations, and to have access to value engineering and estimating expertise through the
process to manage to a realistic budget throughout the design and delivery process.

The Boyer Company
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STEP FIVE: COMMENCE PHASE I DEMOLITION AND SITE DEVELOPMENT WORK
Boyer anticipates beginning demolition, utility relocation and site preparation prior to the Stadium design
being completed, permitted and bid, as well as prior to all project entitlement and approvals being acquired.
This plan will allow a buildable site to be
established and ready for the new construction as soon as all approvals and permits are acquired. Boyer
believes this work can start prior to a ground lease or real property lease being executed through a basic
reimbursement agreement between the partners.

STEP SIX: EXECUTE GROUND LEASE AND REAL PROPERTY LEASE
STEP SEVEN: COMMENCE VERTICAL CONSTRUCTION
The Boyer Company and CSL will work together to manage the construction timeframes and quality process
of the Design-Build Partner. Boyer will coordinate all project communication with stakeholders and other
interested parties.

STEP EIGHT: CONSTRUCTION CLOSEOUT AND OCCUPANCY
Complete construction and punchlist and acquire Certificate of Occupancy.
Finalize all project as-built drawings and General Contractor and Architect/Engineer contract close out
requirements. Reconcile Lease Agreement to reflect final project costs and resulting rent adjustments.
Commence occupancy and use of the new building.
The simplified Project Delivery Plan outlined above is a result of the preliminary strategy evaluation
without the benefit of discussions between BSU and The Boyer Company. We anticipate that the Project
Delivery Plan will change as a result of our discussions, and will evolve as the team proceeds through the
early stages of the project. In addition, there are several tasks identified above that may be started and
completed concurrently, reducing the overall delivery schedule.
Flexibility, honesty and collaboration are critical elements to the Project Delivery Plan and the project
success; The Boyer Company commits to fostering and developing and Partnership that is supportive of
these elements as part of the overall process.

		

BOYER

DEVELOPER INFORMATION

The Boyer Company
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TEAM EXPERIENCE
THE BOYER COMPANY, founded and

structure and a 1,118 acre industrial park where The

headquartered in Salt Lake City, is one of the largest

Boyer Company has delivered over 2.9 million square
feet of new building product in conjunction with our

full-service real estate development firms in the Western
United States. During the past 45 years, The Boyer
Company has developed more than 34 million square
feet of commercial and government projects in Utah
and across the country. The firm currently owns and
manages a portfolio that exceeds 15 million square
feet of commercial space. In the past 10 years alone,
The Boyer Company has added more than 90 projects

Public Partners.

FINANCIAL CAPABILITY
The Boyer Company is well positioned to ensure
successful project financing for this new facility based
upon the firm’s substantial equity reserves, longstanding lending relationships and overall financial

to its ownership portfolio and has secured and retired
over $1 billion of construction and permanent financing.

performance. Over the last 10 years, Boyer has secured
over $2 billion of construction and permanent financing

Currently the company has over $500 million of projects

for our real estate projects. This track record, along

in various stages of development.

with a zero default history, has established Boyer as a

UNIVERSITY DEVELOPMENT

preferred client for some of the largest commercial real
estate lenders in the United States.

The Boyer Company has completed multi-building
new development projects on the University of Utah
Research Park the and University of Texas Rio Grande
Valley campuses utilizing Ground Lease-Real Property
Lease structures similar to those proposed for use

Boyer’s relationships, track record and reputation within
the real estate financing industry will ensure that diverse
financing and lease term structures are available for the
tenant’s consideration.

at the Boise State University Campus. Through this
delivery method, The Boyer Company has successfully

Perhaps most important, our potential client can feel
confident that their project will be completed without

delivered a total of 10 new laboratory, medical and
office buildings and a 1,200 stall parking structure on

interruption or delay caused by inefficient lending

three separate sites.

PUBLIC PRIVATE DEVELOPMENTS
The Boyer Company has assembled a team of
legal and financial consultants with the experience
and expertise to formulate, simple, clean and effect
Public-Private Partnership frameworks that provide
the flexibility necessary to deliver a project in a timely
manner while complying with public statutes and
protecting the interests of the taxpayer. Our experience
partnering with cities, universities and the Federal
Government has resulted in the delivery of nine (9)
research & development buildings, one (1) health care/
surgical center, two (2) regional office headquarters
buildings, a public-private downtown 1,210 stall parking
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processes or inadequate financial resources.

BOYER COMPANY LEADERSHIP TEAM

Roger Boyer, Chairman and Founder
As Chairman of The Boyer Company, Roger serves as a director and advisor
to The Boyer Company. Under Roger’s direction The Boyer Company has
developed more than 30 million square feet of commercial projects throughout
the Intermountain West, including office buildings, shopping centers, medical
offices, hotels, apartments, and special use facilities. Roger has served, and will
continue to serve in numerous charitable community positions.
Master of Business Administration – Harvard Business School
Bachelor of Science – University of Utah

Nate Boyer, President
As a partner for The Boyer Company, Nate has managed and developed
over two million square feet of office and related commercial space in various
markets in and out of Utah. Nate has worked closely with the General Services
Administration and Department of Veterans Affairs on build-to-suit office
buildings totaling over $85 million. As a result of this experience, Nate has a
deep understanding of the development cycle from site selection, entitlement,
design, construction, and occupancy.
Master of Science in Real Estate Development – Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Bachelor of Science in Finance – Brigham Young University

David Ward, Partner
David Ward has over 27 years of commercial real estate experience delivering
development, lease acquisition and asset management services. Prior to joining
The Boyer Company, Dave served as a Vice President with Jones Lang LaSalle,
where he specialized in complex new development and leasing projects on
behalf of corporate, private entity and government clients. Throughout his career
Dave has completed over two million square feet of commercial real estate
transactions, including in excess of one million square feet of new office and
related building development.
Bachelor of Science, Mathematics and History – Wake Forest University
801-366-8003 dward@boyercompany.com

The Boyer Company
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ARUP
LABORATORIES
500 So. Chipeta Way, Salt Lake City, Utah
at University of Utah
S TAT I S T I C S
Project Size
319,426 SF
Total Contract Dollar
Value
$26,900,000
Number of Stories
Varied
Type of Space
Medical/Laboratory/
Corporate
Headquarters
Parking
On-Grade Lot
Project Start Date
1986
Completion Date
2004
DEVELOPMENT
TEAM
Developer
The Boyer Company
Project Manager
Greg Gardner
General Contractor
Jacobsen Construction
Okland Construction
Interwest
Architect
John Erdman
Nexus Architecture

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The ARUP buildings are well located in the Research Park area of Salt Lake City, which is the
premier business and research park campus located in the foothills of the Wasatch Mountains
and adjacent to the University of Utah. The first building was constructed in 1989. Continued
growth at ARUP necessitated construction of additional buildings in 1995, 2000, and 2004.
All the buildings are on land leased from the University of Utah. Construction is steel frame
with brick and glass exterior. The floors are concrete. Care was taken in the design to maintain
continuity in the appearance of each building, while using up-to-date technology available at
the time each building was designed.
The buildings known as ARUP I, II, III, and IV house the corporate headquarters for Associated
Regional and University Pathologists, Inc., commonly known as ARUP Laboratories. Formed in
1984 as an independent, full-service reference laboratory by the Department of Pathology at
the University of Utah Health Sciences Center, the company employs over 1,100 people and
continues to assist clients, such as community hospitals, university teaching hospitals, multihospital groups, major commercial laboratories, military and government facilities.
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MYRIAD GENETICS
PHASE I, II, III, IV, AND V
320 Wakara Way, Salt Lake City, Utah
at University of Utah
S TAT I S T I C S
Project Size
311,692 SF
Total Contract Dollar
Value
$72,000,000
Number of Stories
Three (3)
Type of Space
Medical/Laboratory/
Corporate
Headquarters
Parking
On-Grade Lot
Project Award Date
N/A
Completion Date
2009

DEVELOPMENT
TEAM
Developer
The Boyer Company
Project Manager
Greg Gardner
General Contractor
Jacobsen Construction
Okland Construction
Big-D Construction

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The Myriad campus is located in the University of Utah Research Park in Salt Lake City, Utah.
Myriad Genetics has grown as they have partner with genetic-related companies through
collaborative agreements. The original building was completed in 1996. Because of continual
growth, additional buildings were constructed in 1999, 2002, 2006, and 2009. The design
objective was to ensure the buildings would meet the requirements of the tenant and blend in
seamlessly one with another.
The Myriad buildings are dark red brick with large window curtain wall areas and window bands
that blend into the side of the foothills. An all-glass protrusion frames the front of the building.
Myriad Genetics has blended attractive landscaping with the building structure, creating a park
setting with the inclusion of a large fountain area at the entrance of the campus. This building
has highly technical systems that accommodate laboratory needs and ensure the safety of the
Myriad employees.

Architect
John Erdman
Nexus Architecture

The Boyer Company
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PHOENIX
PARKING GARAGE
500 E Fillmore St, Phoenix, AZ
at University of Arizona Medical School
S TAT I S T I C S
Project Size
397,163 SF
Number of Stalls
1210
Type of Space
Parking Garaget

DEVELOPMENT
TEAM
Developer
The Boyer Company
Project Manager
Matt Jensen

The Boyer Company was selected by the City of Phoenix to be the developer of the only
parking garage on the Phoenix Biomedical Campus. The 8-level garage is fully automated, has
1210 stalls and spans 397,163 square feet to include ground level retail area, electric vehicle
charging stations and bike storage lockers.
Parking garage tenants include University of Arizona Medical School, TGEN, IGC, NIDDK, and
Dignity Health.
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GOVERNMENT
PARTNERSHIPS
D E PA R T M E N T O F
VETERANS
A F FA I R S H E A LT H
CARE CENTER
Project Size
185,000 SF
Building Type
Medical
Location
University of Texas
Rio Grande Valley in
Haringen, TX

D E PA R T M E N T O F
VETERANS
A F FA I R S B U I L D I N G
#1 AND #2
Project Size
185,000 and 110,000
Building Type
Office HQ
Location
Salt Lake City, UT

BDO
Project Size
1,000,000 SF
Building Type
Light Industrial/
Manufacturing/Office
Location
Ogden, UT

The Boyer Company
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PUBLIC/PRIVATE PARTNERSHIP

DEVELOPMENT EXPERIENCE

VA Harlingen Outpatient Clinic

Veterans Administration I Building

Veterans Administration Phase II

Harlingen, TX
165,000 square feet
Completed October 2009

Salt Lake City, UT
107,000 square feet
Completed 2002

Salt Lake City, UT
107,000 square feet
Completed 2008

ARUP I, II, III & IV

Myriad Genetics I, II, III, IV & V

Phoenix Parking Garage

Salt Lake City, UT
320,000 square feet
Ongoing

Salt Lake City, UT
295,000 square feet
Ongoing

Phoenix, AZ
397,163 square feet
Completed 2015

DOI Office Building

Chandler City Office Center

Provo Regional Government Center

Billings, MT
140,000 square feet
Completed May 2013

Chandler, AZ
108,000 square feet
Completed 1998

Provo, UT
205,000 square feet
Completed 1988

FBI/BLM Building Gateway Office 3

U.S. Customs and Border
Protection Station

Department of Energy Building

Salt Lake City, UT
114,132 square feet
Completed 2004
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Sunburst, MT
33,000 square feet
Completed 2008

Idaho Falls, ID
241,000 square feet
Completed 1993

SELECT CORPORATE OFFICE DEVELOPMENT EXPERIENCE

Freedom Financial

136 Center

Rio 2100

Tempe, AZ
300,000 square feet
First Phase Completed 2018

Draper, UT
450,000 square feet
Completed 2018

Tempe, AZ
100,000 square feet
Completed 2017

Skullcandy

Sandy Commerce

Tesla/SolarCity

Park City Utah, UT
44,000 square feet
Completed 2017

Sandy, UT
120,000 square feet
Completed 2017

Draper, UT
155,000 square feet
Completed 2017

Entrata

Jet.com

Thumbtack

Lehi, UT
105,000 square feet
Completed 2016

Draper, UT
125,000 square feet
Completed 2016

Draper, UT
125,000 square feet
Completed 2016

Solution Reach

Health Equity

Academy Mortgage

Lehi, UT
155,000 square feet
Completed 2016

Draper, UT
75,000 square feet
Completed 2016

Draper, UT
150,000 square feet
Completed 2015

The Boyer Company
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SELECT CORPORATE OFFICE DEVELOPMENT EXPERIENCE

DELL EMC

1800 Contacts

Storagecraft

Draper, UT
125,000 square feet
Completed 2015

Draper, UT
125,000 square feet
Completed 2014

Draper, UT
125,000 square feet
Completed 2014

L3 Communication
Regional Headquarters

102 Tower

101 Tower

Salt Lake City, UT
90,000 square feet
Completed 2013

Salt Lake City, UT
82,000 square feet
Completed 2014

Fidelity Investments
Regional Headquarters

Gateway Office 1

Ambassador

Salt Lake City, UT
161,651 square feet
Completed 2001

Salt Lake City, UT
96,912 square feet
Completed 1990

One Airport—Union Pacific

O.C. Tanner Headquarters

Utah Board of Regents

Salt Lake City, UT
36,000 square feet
Completed 2007

Salt Lake City, UT
80,000 square feet
Completed 1995

Salt Lake City, UT
82,000 square feet
Completed 2001

Salt Lake City, UT
230,000 square feet
Completed 2007
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Salt Lake City, UT
87,700 square feet
Completed 2013

SELECT CORPORATE OFFICE DEVELOPMENT EXPERIENCE

One Utah Center

3M Corporation

Huntsman Chemical Corporation

Salt Lake City, UT
420,000 square feet
Completed 1991

Salt Lake City, UT
90,000 square feet
Completed 1989

Salt Lake City, UT
82,000 square feet
Completed 1995

675 East 500 South

185 South State

215 South State

Salt Lake City, UT
74,319 square feet
Completed 1980

Salt Lake City, UT
135,000 square feet
Completed 1981

Salt Lake City, UT
143,000 square feet
Completed 1980

The Junction Office Building

Ogden City Center

Aetna Life Insurance

Ogden, UT
65,000 square feet
Completed 2007

Ogden, UT
83,000 square feet
Completed 1990

Sandy, UT
135,000 square feet
Completed 1995

Jordan Valley Tech II

Morgan Stanley Building
Jordan Valley Tech

Franklin Covey I & II

South Jordan, UT
105,000 square feet
Completed 2008

South Jordan, UT
105,000 square feet
Completed 2002

Provo, UT
119,000 square feet
Completed 1998

The Boyer Company
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SELECT MEDICAL/LIFE SCIENCES PROJECTS

ARUP I, II, III & IV

Myriad Genetics I, II, III, IV & V

AHC Facilities

Salt Lake City, UT
320,000 square feet
Ongoing

Salt Lake City, UT
295,000 square feet
Ongoing

Various Locations

St. Mark’s Lone Peak MOB

Overland Park MOB

Great Lakes Surgical Center

Draper, UT
53,000 square feet
Completed 2010

Overland Park, KS
40,000 square feet
Completed 2018

Southfield, MI
15,400 square feet
Completed 2005

San Jose Medical
Office Building

North Suburban I MOB

Overland Park Surgery Center / MOB

Denver, CO
61,000 square feet
Completed 2001

Overland Park, KS
40,000 square feet
Completed 2006

Centerpoint Medical Office Building

Mountain View Hospital

Huntsman Cancer Institute

Independence, MO
201,400 square feet
Completed 2006

Idaho Falls, ID
122,000 square feet
Completed 2002

Salt Lake City, UT
217,000 square feet
Completed 1999

San Jose, CA
122,125 square feet
Completed 2007
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Ongoing

SELECT FEDERAL GOVERNMENT PROJECTS

DOI Office Building

GSA Lincoln Center

VA Harlingen Outpatient Clinic

Billings, MT
140,000 square feet
Completed May 2013

Ogden, UT
110,000 square feet
Completed March 2012

Harlingen, TX
165,000 square feet
Completed October 2009

VA McAllen Outpatient Clinic

Veterans Administration I Building

Veterans Administration Phase II

McAllen, TX
80,000 square feet
Completed 2013

Salt Lake City, UT
103,000 square feet
Completed 2002

Salt Lake City, UT
107,000 square feet
Completed 2008

Dossier IRS Building

U.S. Customs and Border
Protection Station

FBI/BLM Building
Gateway Office 3

Sunburst, MT
33,000 square feet
Completed 2008

Salt Lake City, UT
114,132 square feet
Completed 2004

Twin Rivers IRS Building

FAA Flight Standards Building

Department of Energy Building

Ogden, UT
135,000 square feet
Completed 2002

Salt Lake City, UT
19,000 square feet
Completed 2004

Idaho Falls, ID
241,000 square feet
Completed 1993

Marriott/Slaterville, UT
63,000 square feet
Completed 2009

The Boyer Company
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Readerlink

Honeyville

Wayfair

Ogden, UT
500,000 square feet

Ogden, UT
205,000 square feet

Ogden, UT
106,512 square feet

Autoliv

Pacific Steel

Allstate

Ogden, UT
300,000 square feet

Salt Lake City, UT
103,000 square feet

Ogden, UT
67,600 square feet

BDO 570

Osprey

Whiteclouds

Ogden, UT
260,000 square feet

Salt Lake City, UT
109,200 square feet

Ogden, UT
160,000 square feet

ARUP Warehouse

BDO 961

Hershey Company

Salt Lake City, UT
100,000 square feet

Ogden, UT
480,000 square feet

Ogden, UT
540,000 square feet

The Boyer Company
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Treehouse Foods

Burley-Heyburn Industrial Park

Freshly

Ogden, UT
500,000 square feet

Heyburn, ID
600,000 square feet

Phoenix, AZ
57,000 square feet

BDO 1015

Greenbacks

Barnes Aerospace

Ogden, UT
109,200 square feet

Salt Lake City, UT
511,000 square feet

Salt Lake City, UT
165,000 square feet

M&L Building

One Airport—Union Pacific

Elkay West Corporation

Ogden, UT
24,781 square feet

Salt Lake City, UT
36,000 square feet

Ogden, UT
106,512 square feet

Rossignol Ski Company

Capstone Nutrition

Scott USA

Ogden, UT
200,600 square feet

Ogden, UT
297,735 square feet

Ogden, UT
286,000 square feet

The Boyer Company
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DEVELOPER TEAM MEMBER

The Boyer Company

FIRM INFO

THE LEADING ADVISORY AND PLANNING FIRM
SPECIALIZING IN PROVIDING CONSULTING SERVICES TO THE
SPORTS, ENTERTAINMENT & LEISURE INDUSTRIES.

CSL was established for the specific purpose of providing a source of focused research and expertise in the
sports, entertainment, hospitality and leisure industries. Members of our firm have been providing services to
these specialized industries since the mid-1980’s and have been involved in over 1,800 engagements. We assist
our clients from the earliest stages of project planning, ensuring that all decisions are informed ones. Our
consultants provide in-depth information, creative solutions to underlying issues, a thorough analysis of financial
implications, and various measurements of risk and return surrounding alternative courses of action.
CSL has built its reputation on meeting client needs by delivering quality services that have credibility in the
marketplace. Our firm is able to provide these services by drawing upon the years of experience of its professional
staff. Being consistently involved in many major transactions allows our professionals to obtain knowledge of both
tangible and intangible components of completed transactions, the reasons for failed efforts, and changes in the
marketplace affecting revenue streams for a variety of sports teams, leagues and facilities.
Our project team has extensive experience in providing assistance for a variety of teams, facilities and entities in
the sports, entertainment, hospitality and leisure industries. Collectively, with over 200 years of specific consulting
experience, no other competing firm has the depth or breadth of experience to match CSL. This level of broad
and extensive experience is unmatched and provides CSL with a platform from which to assist our clients from
a base of working knowledge in every major U.S. market, each of the major sports leagues, collegiate facilities
and municipal venues. Our diversity of experience provides us with a broad and comprehensive perspective of the
issues facing our clients.
CSL brings the experience of numerous prior engagements to the planning phases of your project. This experience
will help you recognize the issues your project will be facing and efficiently identify solutions to each. Our experience
will ensure that you are maximizing the potential revenues from your development project.

The Boyer Company
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In nearly all of our projects, MARKET DEMAND forms the basis of the evaluation of
a facility project, development initiative, or strategic planning exercise. Without a
clear and accurate understanding of demand potential unique to a specific market and
project, all later analysis of programmatic, financial, economic and implementation
issues may be misdirected. As such, we utilize the most comprehensive set of research
and analysis tools and techniques in the industry to comprehensively evaluate and
estimate the unique market demand and potential for each project. Our methods have
been employed and refined through hundreds of diverse projects over the past 20 years.
Building on market conclusions, FINANCIAL and ECONOMIC issues are often central
to the consideration of facility development, performance enhancement, and economic
development projects. Our extensive database of comparable projects collected over
hundreds of engagements is a critical asset during our analysis of project financial
and economic issues. Being consistently involved in many projects and transactions
throughout North America allows our professionals to obtain knowledge of both
tangible and intangible components of successful projects/transactions, the reasons
for failed efforts, and changes in the marketplace affecting financial and economic
characteristics.
IMPLEMENTATION is key to any successful project. Our professionals bring a wealth
of industry-specific experience to every one of our engagements, delivering objective
answers, creative solutions and focused recommendations to complex projects. We
provide our clients with the detailed information they need to make informed decisions
regarding project implementation.
2

BORN FROM PERFORMANCE
Born from performance and inspired by legendary brands, Legends has created a legacy of success, delivery
and results with the icons of global sports, entertainment and business. Our turnkey service provides our clients
integrated solutions across our three best-in-class service divisions: Global Planning, Global Sales and Hospitality.
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Legends Global Planning (“LGP”) is our industry-leading advisory
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PROJECT
and planning division specializing in providing consulting
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services to the sports, convention, entertainment and leisure
PROJECT
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industries. Members of the group have provided services
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involved in over 1,800 projects worldwide. We assist our
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clients from the earliest stages of project planning
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providing deep market research and budget analysis
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to ensure informed decisions and offer experienced
CONTENT
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management for projects through construction all
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the way to opening. Our professionals also provide
AND MORE…
creative, informed solutions based on our analytics
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points enabling smart and balanced insights used to
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make collaborative, actionable decisions that directly
EVENTS SALES
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impact operational effectiveness, enhance the guest
PREMIUM
experience and lead to increased revenues.
MERCHANDISING
TICKET SALES
Global Planning includes three primary business units:

FINANCIAL MARKET ANALYSIS

PROJECT DEVELOPMENT

ANALYTICS

Financial market analysis services are provided by Conventions, Sports and Leisure International (“CSL”) and our
consultants provide in-depth information, creative solutions to underlying issues, a thorough analysis of financial
implications, and various measurements of risk and return surrounding alternative courses of action.
CSL has built its reputation on meeting client needs by delivering quality services that have credibility in the
marketplace. The firm is able to provide these services by drawing upon the years of experience of its professional
staff. Being consistently involved in many major transactions allows our professionals to obtain knowledge of both
tangible and intangible components of completed transactions, the reasons for failed efforts, and changes in the
marketplace affecting revenue streams of a variety of types of sports teams, leagues and facilities.

4

The focus of LEGENDS PROJECT DEVELOPMENT is to provide Project Management, Construction Manager
Agent, and Owner’s Representative services to the sports and public assembly industries. Our goal is to provide a
collaborative approach to the venue development process that results in a venue that maximizes enhancement of
the fan experience, generates optimal revenue, reduces time and costs associated with design and construction,
and provides a durable venue with reduced operating and maintenance costs. Our team provides added value by
creating unique solutions to complex problems. Our team’s collaborative approach is born from lessons learned
on the development of dozens of the most complex and unique stadiums in the world, such as AT&T Stadium,
Yankee Stadium, Levi’s Stadium, Razorback Stadium, Madison Square Garden Transformation, Petco Park,
Amway Center, Globe Life Park and Nationals Park. The leadership team at Legends Project Development has
been involved in the direct construction of 75 sports and convention center projects over the past two decades
comprising more than of $17 billion in cumulative construction contract volume.

Our unique approach is to provide a 360-degree solution from planning to the actual operation of the venue. Our
role is to serve as an extension of our client throughout the entire process by bringing a collection of skills that
not only focus on design and construction related issues, but just as importantly, the operating revenue and
expense related issues. Legends Project Development actively manages the daily work of all project participants
and closely coordinates and communicates with the client so that the project remains on time and under budget.

5

PROPOSED BOISE SPORTS PARK
BOISE, ID
Conventions, Sports & Leisure International was retained by the City of Boise to update a previous market analysis
completed in 2011 and prepare a detailed financial and economic impact analysis of the proposed Boise Sports
Park, which would serve as the home of the Class A Short Season Boise Hawks and a new United Soccer League
franchise. In order to assess the market and financial feasibility of the project, CSL interviewed a variety of project
stakeholders and community leaders, evaluated the historical operations of the Boise Hawks and Memorial
Stadium, as well as provided an overview of minor league baseball and USL stadium development, analyzed the
demographic and socioeconomic characteristics of the local and regional market, reviewed existing and planned
sports and entertainment venues in the local and regional area, and reviewed the physical, operational, and
financial characteristics of comparable ballparks and mixed-use developments.
Market research results were used to estimate demand for events and attendance at the stadium, verify the building
program developed by project stakeholders, estimate potential project costs, and provide a recommendation on
the ownership/operational structure of the stadium. Information was then utilized in order to develop a detailed
financial operating proforma and estimate the economic and fiscal impacts associated with the construction and
ongoing operations of the stadium.

7

ALBERTSONS STADIUM
BOISE STATE UNIVERSITY - BOISE, IDAHO
CSL was retained to assess potential market demand for new donor seating options
to help fund a renovation of Albertsons Stadium. Based on the results of surveys
of local corporations, season ticket holders and donors, as well as a number of
interviews and focus group sessions with various potential seating purchasers,
recommendation were made regarding the number and type of donor seating that
could be supported in the market place and the resulting incremental donations that
could be generated to fund stadium improvements. CSL also assessed the potential
value associated with stadium naming rights and other potential capital contributions
to the project through various donor recognition opportunities.

8

GEORGE M. STEINBRENNER FIELD
TAMPA, FL
Legends Project Development was engaged by the New York Yankees to provide owner’s
representation services for the approximate $40 million renovation of George M. Steinbrenner
Field in Tampa, FL. The project focused on transforming the existing facility into a social and
entertainment experience for fans at Spring Training as well as during Tampa Tarpons home
games. Ballpark enhancements included a new main entrance, a new two-story team store, new
club lounge areas, new loge boxes, cabana suites, and social gathering spaces in the outfield.
In addition to a variety of new and enhanced spaces, all 11,000 seats were replaced in order to
improve the viewing experience for fans and overall ballpark aesthetics.

PROJECT BUDGET: $40M
PROJECT SCHEDULE: Start Date - August 1, 2015;
Completion Date - February 2017

TEAM: New York Yankees Spring Training
SIZE: 11,000 Seats
CLIENT: Tony Bruno
813-673-3130
abruno@yankees.com
12

UNIVERSITY OF ARKANSAS
DONALD W. REYNOLDS RAZORBACK STADIUM
FAYETTEVILLE, AR
Legends served in an owner’s representative role on behalf of the University of Arkansas athletics
department related to a $160 million renovation of Razorback Stadium. Legends role included
cost estimating, design consultation with the University and project architect to maximize
revenues and minimize costs, constructability review, developing and monitoring construction
schedule, monitoring of construction budget, overseeing bidding process, constructionrelated
activities and project close out.

PROJECT BUDGET: $160M
PROJECT SCHEDULE: Start Date - Dec. 2016
Completion Date - Oct. 2018

TEAM: University of Arkansas
CLIENT: Clayton Hamilton, Sr. Associate AD
479-575-4548, claytonh@uark.edu
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JAY LENHARDT

PRINCIPAL, CSL INTERNATIONAL
Mr. Lenhardt is a Principal with CSL and specializes in providing market and financial advisory services to the
sports and entertainment industry. A 25-year industry veteran, Mr. Lenhardt brings experience on over 600 sports
and entertainment projects while providing a focused, individualized approach to each client.
Mr. Lenhardt has broad-based industry expertise, including but not limited to providing the following services:
feasibility studies, financial projections, economic and fiscal impact modeling, evaluation of project funding
alternatives, marketing studies, premium seating studies, operational assessments, fan experience research,
customer satisfaction research, valuation analysis and other services. The depth and breadth of Mr. Lenhardt’s
experience includes facilities such as ballparks, stadiums, arenas, sports complexes, motor speedways,
amphitheaters, convention centers, conference centers and other similar facilities. Mr. Lenhardt’s clients have
included numerous municipalities, universities, professional and minor league sports teams, facility management
companies, sports authorities, private investment groups and others.
Mr. Lenhardt has served as a speaker at a number of industry forums including conferences for the National
Association of College Directors of Athletics, the Association of Luxury Suite Directors and the Society for College
and University Planning. Mr. Lenhardt’s work has been quoted in publications such as Forbes Magazine and
Stadia Magazine. Prior to joining CSL, Mr. Lenhardt was a Senior Consultant in the sports consulting practice at
Pricewaterhouse Coopers.

EXPERIENCE:

EDUCATION:
B.A. Finance
University of North Texas, 1993

AFFILIATIONS:
- Association of Luxury Suite Directors
- International Association of Assembly Managers

25 Years Sports Consulting Experience:
2000 – Present:
Principal – CSL International
Sports Practice
1994 – 2000:
Manager–Coopers & Lybrand LLP (now PwC)
Sports, Entertainment and Leisure Practice

REPRESENTATIVE CLIENTS:
Alabama
Boise State
California-Berkeley
California State, Northridge
Central Florida
Cincinnati
Clarkson
Delaware State
East Carolina
Florida Atlantic
Florida
Georgetown
Houston
Iowa

James Madison
Keene State College
Kentucky
Memphis
Michigan
Michigan State
Minnesota
Nevada
North Carolina
Notre Dame
Old Dominion
Oklahoma
Omaha-Nebraska
Purdue

Rutgers
Southern Methodist
South Carolina, Upstate
South Florida
St. Louis
Temple
Tennessee
Texas A&M
Texas Tech
Vanderbilt
Virginia
Washington State
Western Kentucky
The Boyer Company
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PAULA PORTZ, LEED AP
COO, LEGENDS PROJECT DEVELOPMENT

Paula (Yancey) Portz joined Legends Project Development as Chief Operating Officer in July 2017 and brings over
25 years of sports and entertainment facility design and construction industry experience to our clients. Prior to
joining Legends, Ms. Portz served as the President of PC Sports, the sports and entertainment division of Project
Control.
In her executive leadership role at Project Control, Ms. Portz oversaw all sports-related projects, providing
expertise, guidance, and support as it related to the selection and contracting of the consultant and contractor
teams, establishing the overall budget and project costs, conducting audit and design reviews, value engineering
analysis and operational input, site visits and construction reviews, assisting in claim and contract management
and presentations to stakeholders regarding the status of the project.
Throughout her career, Ms. Portz has been involved in over $3 billion of sports and entertainment facilityrelated projects, ranging from small renovation projects to major new construction projects. In all of her past
engagements, the facilities were located in high density, populated, congested areas, or were operating facilities
that required constant communication and coordination. In addition, all of her past facility projects have opened
on time or early, and on or under budget.
Ms. Portz is certified by the Project Management Institute as a Project Management Professional and as a LEED
AP by the Green Building Certification Institute. She is active in industry groups such as IAVM and SMA, and has
been active as a speaker to various industry trade organizations and community groups.
In 2016, Ms. Portz was named one of the “Power Players: The Minds Behind Design & Development” by Sports
Business Journal, and was named one of the “Game Changers – Women in Sports Business” by Sports Business
Journal in 2011. Ms. Portz has a Bachelor of Science degree in Business Management from the University of
Phoenix.

REPRESENTATIVE PROJECTS:
AT&T Center
Banc of California Stadium
Chase Center
Churchill Downs
FedEx Forum
KFC Yum! Center
Kyle Field
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LA Stadium & Entertainment District
at Hollywood Park
Mosaic Stadium
Fiserv Forum
Cardinal Stadium
Pinnacle Bank Arena
Proposed LA Clippers Arena

Reynolds Razorback Stadium
Rupp Arena
Sprint Center and KC Live!
Texas Tech Sports Performance Complex
West Haymarket Redevelopment Project

The Boyer Company
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CONTACT
David Ward | 801.366.8003
dward@boyercompany.com

101 South 200 East, Suite 200
Salt Lake City, UT 84111
www.boyercompany.com

